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Abstract
A (v; k; )-perfect Mendelsohn packing (covering) design is a pair (X;A) where X is a v-set
of points and A is a collection of cyclically ordered k-subsets of X , called blocks, such that
every ordered pair of points of X appears t-apart in at most (at least)  blocks of A for all
t = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. If no other such packing (covering) has more (fewer) blocks, the packing
(covering) is said to be maximum (minimum) and the number of blocks in a maximum pack-
ing (a minimum covering) is called the packing number (the covering number), denoted by
P(v; k; ) (C(v; k; )). The packing problem is to determine the values of P(v; k; ) for all v>k.
Similarly, the covering problem is to determine the values of C(v; k; ) for all v>k. The values
of the functions P(v; 3; ) and C(v; 3; ) have been determined completely for all v>3 and >1.
The functions P(v; 4; 1) and C(v; 4; 1) have been determined for all v>4, to within a handful
of possible exceptions. For k = 5 and  = 1, the packing problem has been solved, with a few
possible exceptions, but the covering problem remains to be investigated. We shall present a
brief survey of the current results and mention some open problems. For the most part, the main
results have been established on the strength of the existence of certain types of incomplete
perfect Mendelsohn designs (IPMDs), which are of interest in their own right. ? 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 05B05; secondary 05B40
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1. Introduction
In [27,28], Mendelsohn introduced the concept of cyclically ordering the elements
in block designs. He rst looked at the natural generalization of Steiner triple systems.
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These triple systems were initially called \cyclic triple systems", but were later renamed
Mendelsohn triple systems (MTSs) in the literature by Ganter et al., [23] to avoid
confusion with another concept. The notion of a \perfect cyclic design" was also
introduced by Mendelsohn [29], and this concept was further studied in subsequent
papers, including the investigations of Hsu and Keedwell [25], where the designs were
called Mendelsohn designs. In what follows, we shall adapt this terminology.
A set of k distinct elements fa1; a2; : : : ; akg is said to be cyclically ordered by
a1<a2<   <ak <a1 and the pair ai, ai+t are said to be t-apart in a cyclic k-tuple
(a1; a2; : : : ; ak), where i + t is taken modulo k.
Let v; k and  be positive integers. A (v; k; )-Mendelsohn design, denoted briey
by (v; k; )-MD, is a pair (X;B) where X is a v-set (of points) and B is a collection
of cyclically ordered k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that every ordered pair of
points of X are consecutive in exactly  blocks of B. If for all t=1; 2; : : : ; k−1, every
ordered pair of points of X are t-apart in exactly  blocks of B, then the (v; k; )-MD
is called a perfect design and denoted briey by (v; k; )-PMD.
In graph-theoretic terms, a (v; k; )-PMD is equivalent to a decomposition of the
complete directed multigraph DKv on v vertices into k-circuits such that for any
r; 16r6k−1, and for any two distinct vertices x and y there are exactly  circuits along
which the (directed) distance from x to y is r. For undirected graph decompositions,
see [26].
If we ignore the cyclic order of the vertices in the circuits, a (v; k; 1)-PMD becomes
a balanced incomplete block design with parameters v; k; and =k−1, briey denoted
by (v; k; k − 1)-BIBD. Therefore, we can consider a perfect Mendelsohn design as a
generalization of balanced incomplete block designs. For BIBDs and related designs,
see [10,22,24,32].
Apart from being a generalization of BIBDs, it is fairly well known that the existence
of a (v; k; 1)-PMD implies the existence of a v2k orthogonal array, which is invariant
under cyclic permutation of its columns and which produces k−2 idempotent mutually
orthogonal Latin squares of order v (MOLS(v)) (see, for example, [4,5,22]).
It is easy to see that the number of blocks in a (v; k; )-MD is v(v − 1)=k.
Consequently, a basic necessary condition for the existence of a (v; k; )-PMD is the
following:
v(v− 1)  0 (mod k):
The above necessary condition is known to be sucient in most cases, but certainly
not in all.
A (v; k; )-perfect Mendelsohn packing design (briey (v; k; )-PMPD) is a pair
(X;A) where X is a v-set (of points) and A is a collection of cyclically ordered
k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that every ordered pair of points of X appears
t-apart in at most  blocks of A for all t = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. If no other such packing
has more blocks, the packing is said to be maximum and the number of blocks in a
maximum packing is called the packing number, denoted by P(v; k; ). The packing
problem is to determine the values of P(v; k; ) for all v>k: Let us dene the function
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D(v; k; ) = bv(v − 1)=kc; where bxc is the oor of x. It is fairly evident that the
following inequality holds:
P(v; k; )6D(v; k; ):
Example 1.1. P(9; 5; 1) = D(9; 5; 1) = 14:
Proof. We construct a (9; 5; 1)-PMPD based on the point set X = Z7 [ fx; yg; where
the block set A of size 14 is obtained by developing the following two base blocks
modulo 7 : (x; 0; 1; 3; 6); (y; 0; 6; 4; 1):
A (v; k; )-perfect Mendelsohn covering design (briey (v; k; )-PMCD) is a pair
(X;A) where X is a v-set (of points) and A is a collection of cyclically ordered
k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that every ordered pair of points of X appears
t-apart in at least  blocks of A for all t = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. If no other such covering
has fewer blocks, the covering is said to be minimum and the number of blocks in a
minimum covering is called the covering number, denoted by C(v; k; ): The covering
problem is to determine the values of C(v; k; ) for all v>k. Let us dene the function
T (v; k; )= dv(v− 1)=ke; where dxe is the ceiling of x. It is evident that the following
inequality holds:
C(v; k; )>T (v; k; ):
Example 1.2. C(7; 4; 1) = T (7; 4; 1) = 11:
Proof. The following construction is taken from [15]. We construct a (7; 4; 1)-PMCD
based on the point set X = Z5 [ fx; yg with the following collection A of 11 blocks:
(x; y; 2; 3); (x; y; 3; 4); (x; 0; 4; y); (x; 1; 0; y);
(x; 2; y; 0); (x; 3; y; 1); (x; 4; 1; 2); (y; 4; 2; 1);
(0; 1; 3; 2); (0; 3; 1; 4); (0; 2; 4; 3):
Observe that P(v; k; )=D(v; k; ) and C(v; k; )=T (v; k; ) whenever a (v; k; )-PMD
exists. However, equality is not always achieved in general. We present a brief survey
relating to the packing and covering numbers for k = 3; 4, and 5. Before proceeding,
we make an important observation, which is essentially a consequence of a result due
to Hanani.
Theorem 1.3 (see Hanani [24, Lemma 7.2]). (1) If v(v−1)  1 (mod k); then P(v; k; 1)
6D(v; k; 1)− 1: (2) If v(v− 1)  −1 (mod k); then C(v; k; 1)>T (v; k; 1) + 1:
2. Existence results for PMDs with k = 3; 4; 5
In what follows, we summarize the current known results relating to the existence
of (v; k; )-PMDs for k = 3; 4, and 5. For more details, the reader may consult the
references cited or the survey paper [8]. For k = 6 and 7, see [1,3,30].
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Theorem 2.1 (Bennett [6]; Mendelsohn [28]). The necessary condition for the exis-
tence of a (v; 3; )-PMD; namely; v(v− 1)  0 (mod 3); is also sucient; except for
the non-existing design (6; 3; 1)-PMD.
Theorem 2.2. [7,15,16,20,33]. The necessary condition for the existence of a (v; 4; )-
PMD; namely; v(v−1)  0 (mod 4); is also sucient; except for v=4 and  odd; v=8
and = 1:
Theorem 2.3. [2,9,11,13,14,18]. The necessary condition for the existence of a
(v; 5; )-PMD; namely; v(v−1)  0 (mod 5); is also sucient; except for (v; ) where
= 1 and v 2 f6; 10g; and possibly excepting (v; ) where = 1 and v 2 f15; 20g.
3. Auxiliary designs
In recent years, combinatorial designs with \holes" have been of fundamental impor-
tance in the recursive constructions of many combinatorial structures. In what follows,
we shall briey mention how incomplete perfect Mendelsohn designs have been applied
successfully in the construction of perfect Mendelsohn packing and covering designs.
For more detailed information, the reader is referred to [8,9,11{15,18,19,21,35].
Let DKn1; n2; : : : ; nh be the complete multipartite directed graph with vertex set
X = [16i6hXi, where Xi(16i6h) are disjoint sets with jXij= ni and where two ver-
tices x and y from dierent sets Xi and Xj are joined by exactly  arcs from x to
y and  arcs from y to x. A holey perfect Mendelsohn design (briey denoted by
(v; k; )-HPMD) is an ordered pair (X;A) where X is a v-set and A is a set of k-circuits
(directed cycles of length k), called blocks, which form an arc-disjoint decomposition
of DKn1; n2; : : : ; nh with the property that, for any integer r (16r6k − 1) and any
two vertices x and y from dierent sets Xi and Xj, there are exactly  circuits c 2
A such that the directed distance along c from x to y is r. Each Xi (16i6h) is
called a hole (or group) of the design and the multiset fn1; n2; : : : ; nhg is called the
type of the design. For a (v; k; )-HPMD, we use an \exponential" notation to de-
scribe its type: a type 1i2r3k    denotes i occurrences of 1; r occurrences of
2, etc.
A (v; k; )-HPMD of type 1(v−n)n1 is called an incomplete perfect Mendelsohn design
and denoted by (v; n; k; )-IPMD. For the most part, the investigations of IPMDs have
focused on the case where  = 1 and some special cases where the designs can be
associated with incomplete orthogonal arrays and other structures. See, e.g., [4,5,31]
here we shall focus attention on the application of IPMDs with = 1 to packings and
coverings. We shall briey denote a (v; k; n; 1)-IPMD by a k-IPMD(v; n). The basic
necessary conditions for the existence of a k-IPMD(v; n) were established by Bennett
and Chen Maorong [12]. The necessary conditions are the following:
(v− n)(v− (k − 1)n− 1)  0 (mod k) and v>(k − 1)n+ 1:
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Theorem 3.1 (Bennett and Maorong [12]). The necessary conditions for the existence
of a 3-IPMD(v; n); namely; (v− n)(v− 2n− 1)  0 (mod 3) and v>2n+ 1; are also
sucient; except for the case where (v; n) = (6; 1):
Theorem 3.2 (Bennett et al. [15,16]). The necessary conditions for the existence of
a 4-IPMD(v; n); namely; (v − n)(v − 3n − 1)  0 (mod 4) and v>3n + 1; are also
sucient for the cases n= 3 and 7.
Example 3.3. There exists a 4-IPMD(22; 7).
Proof. Let the point set be Z15 [ fx1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7g. Then the required blocks are
obtained by developing the following base blocks modulo 15:
(x1; 0; 4; 3); (x2; 0; 2; 11); (x3; 0; 8; 5); (x4; 0; 1; 6);
(x5; 0; 10; 8); (x6; 0; 3; 14); (x7; 0; 6; 13):
The existence of a 4-IPMD(v; 2) for v2f10;11;14;15g was established on the strength
of successful computer searches for the associated incomplete quasigroup models. The
cases v = 10 and 11 were reported earlier in [16] and the cases v = 14 and 15 were
later settled by Mark Stickel and Hantao Zhang, respectively, [private communication].
These small examples were instrumental with the combination of recursive methods
in a successful investigation of the problem of existence of a 4-IPMD(v; 2) in [16].
However, it should be remarked that Zhang Xuebin [34] recently provided some direct
constructions of 4-IPMD(v; n) for \small" values of v where v − n is even; in partic-
ular, for v 2 f18; 22; 26; 30g and n = 2, and he also [private communication] gave a
consrtuction of a 4-IPMD(23; 2); using a non-abelian group of order 21. Consequently,
we now have the following more conclusive result.
Theorem 3.4 (Bennett et al. [16]; Zhang [34]). The necessary conditions for the ex-
istence of a 4-IPMD(v; 2); namely; v  2 or 3 (mod 4) and v>7; are also sucient;
except for v= 7 and possibly excepting v 2 f19; 27g.
Theorem 3.5 (Bennett et al. [18]). (1) The necessary conditions for the existence of
a 5-IPMD(v; 2); namely; v  2 or 4 (mod 5) and v>9; are also sucient except
possibly for v 2 f12; 17g:
(2) The necessary conditions for the existence of a 5-IPMD(v; 3); namely; v 
3 (mod 5) and v>13; are also sucient.
For the benet of the reader we provide the following illustrative examples, which
are taken from [18].
Example 3.6. There exists a 5-IPMD(v; 2) for v 2 f9; 19; 24g.
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Proof. For each stated value of v, let Zv−2 [fx; yg be the point set. Then the required
blocks are obtained by developing the following base blocks modulo v− 2:
v= 9 : (x; 0; 1; 3; 6) (y; 0; 6; 4; 1):
v= 19 : (x; 0; 4; 15; 3) (y; 0; 12; 1; 14);
(0; 1; 4; 11; 9) (0; 2; 11; 10; 7):
v= 24 : (x; 0; 16; 7; 2) (y; 0; 12; 10; 9);
(0; 1; 3; 7; 12) (0; 3; 14; 21; 8);
(0; 6; 2; 10; 7):
Example 3.7. There exists a 5-IPMD(v, 3) for v 2 f13; 18; 23g.
Proof. For v 2 f13; 18g, the constructions are essentially due to C.J. Colbourn. We
shall take Zv−3[fx; y; zg as the point set and the required base blocks to be developed
modulo v− 3 are listed below.
v= 13: (x; 0; 1; 3; 9) (y; 0; 3; 7; 5) (z; 0; 5; 4; 1):
v= 18: (0; 1; 3; 9; 4) (x; 0; 3; 10; 8);
(y; 0; 4; 13; 6) (z; 0; 5; 4; 1):
v= 23: (0; 1; 5; 19; 2) (0; 5; 14; 7; 18);
(x; 0; 7; 15; 10) (y; 0; 16; 6; 12);
(z; 0; 19; 11; 8):
Example 3.8. There exists a 5-IPMD(v, 2) for v 2 f14; 22g.
Proof. For v = 14 and 22, let H0 be the subgroup of order (v−2)=2 in Zv−2. The
blocks of the required IPMDs based on Zv−2 [ fx; yg are given below:
v= 14: (0; 2; 10; 8; 11) (translated by H0);
(1; 10; 9; 7; 11) (translated by H0);
(x; 1; 9; 8; 2) (translated by H0);
(x; 0; 4; 5; 11) (translated by H0);
(y; 1; 8; 5; 10) (translated by H0);
(y; 0; 5; 8; 3) (translated by H0):
v= 22: (0; 1; 19; 18; 4) (translated by H0);
(0; 5; 18; 17; 19) (translated by H0);
(0; 11; 6; 9; 18) (translated by H0);
(0; 18; 7; 13; 9) (translated by H0);
(x; 0; 10; 5; 19) (translated by H0);
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(x; 1; 11; 16; 10) (translated by H0);
(y; 1; 8; 15; 18) (translated by H0);
(y; 0; 17; 14; 7) (translated by H0);
(j; 4 + j; 8 + j; 12 + j; 16 + j);
(j; 8 + j; 16 + j; 4 + j; 12 + j);
(j; 12 + j; 4 + j; 16 + j; 8 + j);
where j = 0; 1; 2; 3:
4. Packings and coverings
The values of the functions P(v; 3; 1) and C(v; 3; 1) have been determined for all
v>3. A simple counting argument shows that the number of blocks in a 3-IPMD(v; 2)
is equal to D(v; 3; 1). So the blocks of a 3-IPMD(v; 2) form a (v; 3; 1)-PMPD in which
we have P(v; 3; 1)=D(v; 3; 1). A further argument shows that P(6; 3; 1)=8. With regards
to the covering problem, we can use two cyclic triples to cover the missing ordered
pairs, say (a; b) and (b; a), which come from the hole of size 2 based on the set fa; bg
in a 3-IPMD(v; 2). This combination will give us the desired covering number when
we add the two extra triples to the (v(v− 1)− 2)=3 triples of the 3-IPMD(v; 2). More
specically, we have the following results:
Theorem 4.1 ([17]). Let v>3 be any integer. Then
(1) P(v; 3; 1) = D(v; 3; 1); except for v= 6; P(6; 3; 1) = 8.
(2) C(v; 3; 1)=T (v; 3; 1)+1 if v  2 (mod 3) or v=6; C(v; 3; 1)=T (v; 3; 1) otherwise.
The determination of P(v; 4; 1) for all v>31 was given in [16] on the strength of
the 4-IPMD(v, 2) result. Essentially, it was established that if v  2 or 3 (mod 4), then
P(v; 4; 1) =D(v; 4; 1) if and only if there exists a 4-IPMD(v, 2). The determination of
C(v; 4; 1) for all v>22 was established [15] from the existence of a 4-IPMD(v; 7) and a
(7; 4; 1)-PMCD with T (7; 4; 1) blocks. Based on the result of Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.4
and the existence results for (v; 4; 1)-PMDs in Theorem 2.2, we now have the following:
Theorem 4.2. (1) For all integers v>4; P(v; 4; 1)=D(v; 4; 1); except for v 2 f4; 6; 7; 8g
and possibly excepting v 2 f19; 27g.
(2) For all integers v>4; C(v; 4; 1) = T (v; 4; 1); except for v 2 f4; 8g and possibly
excepting v 2 f6; 10; 11; 14; 15; 18; 19g.
Example 4.3. C(22; 4; 1) = T (22; 4; 1) = 116.
Proof. We ll in the hole of size 7 in the 4-IPMD(22, 7) of Example 3.3 with the
(7; 4; 1)-PMCD for which C(7; 4; 1) = T (7; 4; 1) = 11 in Example 1.2. This gives a
(22,4,1)-PMCD with the desired properties.
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Let us dene B(v)=D(v; 5; 1)−1 when v  3 (mod 5) and B(v)=D(v; 5; 1) otherwise.
Then it follows that P(v; 5; 1)6B(v). Simple calculations show that the number of
blocks in a 5-IPMD(v; n) is B(v), as dened above, whenever n=2 or 3. This means that
the upper bound B(v) on the function P(v; 5; 1) can be achieved if a 5-IPMD(v; n) exists,
where n= 2 or 3. An exhaustive computer search has shown that P(v; 5; 1) = B(v)− 2
for v= 6 and 7.
Combining the existence results in Theorems 2.3 and Theorem 3.5 for (v; 5; 1)-PMDs
and 5-IPMD(v; n), where n=2 or 3, the following result has now been established for
the packing problem with k = 5. The covering problem remains to be investigated.
Theorem 4.4 (Bennett et al. [18]). For all integers v>5; P(v; 5; 1) = B(v); except for
v 2 f6; 7; 10g and possibly excepting v 2 f8; 12; 15; 17; 20g.
5. Concluding remark and open problems
1. The values of the functions P(v; 3; ) and C(v; 3; ) have been determined for all
v>3 and >1 (see [17, Theorem 2:4]).
2. Determine the values of the functions P(v; 4; ) and C(v; 4; ) for all v>4 and > 1.
There are also a handful of cases to be settled for = 1.
3. Determine the value of P(v; 5; 1) for v 2 f8; 10; 12; 15; 17; 20g and determine the
values of P(v; 5; ) for all v>5 and > 1.
4. Determine the values of C(v; 5; ) for all v>5 and >1.
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